CDI Schooling and warm up

Wednesday, March 4, 2020
• 8am to 6pm schooling allowed in all rings for all horses. HOWEVER, setup is still going on so beware of the movements

Thursday, March 5, 2020
• 8am to 12pm schooling allowed in all rings for all horses.
• 12pm rings will be dragged.
• 12:30 to 4pm in Ring 1 – schooling for CDI horses only.
• 6pm to 7pm in Ring 1 – schooling allowed for CDI horses only

Friday, March 6, 2020
• 7am to 5pm in CDI warmup – schooling/warm up allowed for CDI horses only
• Schooling after show will not be allowed due to day light

Saturday, March 7, 2020
• 7am to 5:30 pm in CDI warmup – schooling/warm up allowed for CDI horses only
• Schooling after show in Ring 1 will not be allowed due to day light; schooling in Ring 2 is allowed after classes are completed for the day until 5:30pm

Sunday, March 8, 2020
• 7am to 10:30am in CDI warmup – schooling/warm up allowed for CDI horses only

Notes:
• CDI Horses have bridle numbers 50 or lower
• National Horses have bridle numbers 101 and higher
• Lunging is allowed only in the designated ring. If CDI horse needs to be lunged, please contact the FEI Steward before lunging.
• Horses maybe ‘handed’ walked around arenas in the AM until 7:45. CDI horses only in Ring1 and National Horses only in Ring 2.
• Weather permitting – this will be decided by management in order to keep the footing the best for competition. If the rings are closed, please respect the decision.